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The coralline alga Clathromorphum spp. grows for 

hundreds of years, forming significant carbonate build-ups 

throughout the mid-to-high latitudes of the northern 

hemisphere. This alga creates annual bands in its high-Mg 

calcite skeleton and geochemical measurements of this 

skeleton reflect conditions at the time of calcification. Thus, 

Clathromorphum serves as a proxy archive of past 

environmental change. One such proxy is skeletal Mg/Ca 

values, which change in response to ambient seawater 

temperature such that measured Mg/Ca values yield 

reconstructed seawater temperatures over the lifespan of a 

specimen. Yet, in wild-collected specimens, changes in 

temperature typically explain less than half of the variability 

in skeletal Mg/Ca values. This limits the precision with which 

we can reconstruct past seawater temperature. Here, we 

combine recent culturing experiments and analysis of wild 

collected specimens to evaluate the relationship between 

Mg/Ca and temperature in two species of the genus 

Clathromorphum. We find that ambient light levels and 

specimen-specific growth rates affect skeletal Mg/Ca values, 

in addition to seawater temperature.  Through quantification 

of this relationship, we can improve interpretation of 

measured Mg/Ca values.  This work advances our 

understanding of a significant proxy archive for sub-annually 

resolved variations in seawater temperature with the potential 

to yield significant reconstructions of past high-latitude 

change.   

 


